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Ian Allan Publishing, United Kingdom, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 270 x 198 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. This fantastic new guidebook offers a wealth of practical
advice and suggestions for producing top quality images of the road transport scene with a digital
camera. As well as detailing all the basic principles of digital photography and how it differs from
film, the author also provides a concise overview of the different types of cameras currently on the
market, basic techniques of taking the picture, and several useful tips on composition and the
correct use of filters. For many enthusiasts the methods needed to make improvements to digital
images using a computer are a mystery. Within this volume, the author highlights several useful
corrective editing techniques using standard photo editing software available for most computers.
Simple techniques of how to prepare and display photographs on the internet and how to produce
prints to a commercial standard are also explained. Helpful case studies show before and after
images with detailed explanations throughout. Specific examples of road transport photography
around the UK are given, showing both the modern scene and examples of historic preserved
vehicles, alongside screen shots to explain techniques...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. This is for those who statte there was not a worth looking at. Its been written in an exceptionally easy way which is only soon a er i
finished reading this ebook through which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- B a r r y O 'Reilly
I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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